
Eddy
A balancing act between 
materials and proportions



Eddy

Eddy, the table lamp, is an art of  
proportion: an airy shade floats above 
a weighty, organic base, creating a 
design in balance and motion. Steel and 
marble make up the main elements, 
while golden shimmers of  brass put the 
dot on the ‘i’ on this atmospheric
lamp.

The table lamp consists of  a plane 
steel screen with integrated LED light 
source that balances on a lamp base 
made of  hand turned Italian marble. 
The rotation process is emphasized 
by the proportion between a slim 
neck and a bulky body, which forms 
a simultaneously lively and dense 
silhouette.

A design 
in movement

Eddy Table Lamp White / 
White Marble



Collection Overview

Eddy Table Lamp
H: 33,5 x Ø32 cm

Eddy



Description 
The table lamp Eddy is an art of proportions: an airy 
shade floats above a weighty, organic base, creating 
a design in balance and motion. The table lamp emits 
a soft light, which can be adjusted with the circular 
brass dimmer that forms a refined detail on the 
lampshade’s top.

Design
Simon Legald, 2018

Material
Pressed steel / Marble

Construction
The table lamp consists of a steel screen with a 
permanently integrated energy-efficient LED light 
source with dispersion lens, which balances on 
a lamp base made of hand-turned Italian marble. 
Lampshade and base meet in a rotation point: a brass 
ball, which the shade can be tipped around to control 
the direction of the light. Brass dimmer on top of the 
lampshade.

Maintenance
Clean with damp cloth.  Avoid use of all-purpose 
cleaners and other degreasing detergents.

Cord
2 m textile cord (White - White cord / Grey - Black 
cord / Black - Black cord).

Product Facts EU

Eddy Table Lamp Grey / 
Grey Marble

Eddy



Dimmable function
Yes

Voltage
220-240  V

Frequency
50/60 Hz
Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class III 

Max load
18 W

Light source - included
LED included: SMD2835
Power: 16,5 W
CCT: 3 000 K
Output: 1155 lm
Lifetime: 30 000 h
CRI: ~ 80

LED driver
PRI: 100-240  V - 50/60 Hz
SEC: DC24V 750 mA
Load: 18 W (Max)

General standards & certificates
EN 60598-2-4: 1997 
EN 60598-1: 2015 
EN 62031:2008+A1:2013+A2:2015 EN 62471:2008 
EN 61058-1:2018 
EN 62493:2015
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Description 
The table lamp Eddy is an art of proportions: an airy 
shade floats above a weighty, organic base, creating 
a design in balance and motion. The table lamp emits 
a soft light, which can be adjusted with the circular 
brass dimmer that forms a refined detail on the 
lampshade’s top.

Design
Simon Legald, 2018

Material
Pressed steel / Marble

Construction
The table lamp consists of a steel screen with a 
permanently integrated energy-efficient LED light 
source with dispersion lens, which balances on 
a lamp base made of hand-turned Italian marble. 
Lampshade and base meet in a rotation point: a brass 
ball, which the shade can be tipped around to control 
the direction of the light. Brass dimmer on top of the 
lampshade.

Maintenance
Clean with damp cloth.  Avoid use of all-purpose 
cleaners and other degreasing detergents.

Cord
2 m textile cord (White - White cord / Grey - Black 
cord / Black - Black cord).

Product Facts US

Eddy Table Lamp Grey / 
Grey Marble

Eddy



Dimmable function
Yes

Voltage
120 V

Frequency
60 Hz

Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class III 

Max load
18 W

Light source - included
LED included: SMD2835
Power: 16,5 W
CCT: 3 000 K
Output: 1155 lm
Lifetime: 30 000 h
CRI: ~ 80

LED driver
PRI: 100-240  V - 50/60 Hz
SEC: DC24V 750 mA
Load: 18 W (Max)
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Color Options

Grey / 
Grey Marble

Black / 
Black Marble

White / 
White Marble

Eddy



Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


